Background rejection with the SuperCDMS iZIP detector
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Direct Detection of WIMPs
(Weakly Interacting Massive Particles)

- Recoil Energy ~ 10s of keV
- Interaction Rate < 1 ev/kg/y
- Background Discrimination
  - α, β, γ
  - Neutrons
  - μ - induced events

- Large Detector Mass
- Low Energy Threshold
- Excellent Resolutions
- Low radioactivity
- Powerful Rejection
- Background knowledge
iZIP detector design - I
(interleaved Z-measuring Ionization and Phonon)

New Layout Phonon Sensors

Three inner phonon channels and one outer phonon “ring” channel to provide better radius determination in the phonon signal.

Bottom channels are rotated 60 degrees from top channels.
iZIP detector design - II

Electrode Scheme

- NEW interleaved layout of ionization and phonon sensors

- We now have phonon sensors and ionization sensors on BOTH the top and bottom of the detector

- Major improvements in discrimination from this new technology

SuperCDMS Soudan iZIP:
76 mm x 25 mm
0.6 kg
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Primary Background (γ) Rejection

Electron Recoils (133Ba)

β $^{109}$Cd Internal source

Nuclear Recoils (252Cf source (external) + 7evt/hr background)

- Radioactive source data defines the signal (NR) and background (ER)
- The simultaneous measurement of phonon and charge signals allows an event by event identification by $\text{Yield} = \text{Ionization/Phonon}$

ER/NR well separated

- $E > 6$ keV
- $\sigma_q \sim 300$ eV (measured)
- $\sigma_p \sim 192$ eV (measured)
- $\rightarrow$ underground $\sigma_p \sim 72$ eV
Charge-based Surface event rejection

Complex E-fields produced by interleaving +2V/0V electrodes encode Position Information

$1:10^4$ surface discrimination from ionization signal!

Outer charge electrodes separately measured for radial information
Yield-based Surface Event Rejection
(Test Facility Data)
Electron Recoil Position Resolution Based on Energy Deposited in Different Phonon Channels

Surface Events = Low Yield

Bulk Events = High Yield

No Source on Bottom Surface
### Bulk Electron Recoil Rejection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discrimination Type</th>
<th>iZIP power rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yield</strong></td>
<td>Expected to be the same as CDMS II ( &gt; 1:10⁶)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phonon Pulse Shape ER/NR</strong></td>
<td>&gt;1: 10³ but this will improve significantly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Surface Electron Recoil Rejection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discrimination Type</th>
<th>iZIP Power rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge-based Surface Cut</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonon-based Surface Cut</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Yield Surface Events</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Surface Event Rejection</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For 1ton scale experiment $\rightarrow 2 \times 10^5$
Deeper Underground
Cosmic Background

Soudan:
2090 mwe
~75 /yr/ton

SNOLAB:
6060 mwe
< 1 /yr/ton
The new iZIP detector technology is vastly superior to CDMS II devices.

Current 100 kg SuperCDMS SNOLAB and future 1.5 ton GEODM plans.
Backup Slides
NR/SE Phonon Pulse Shape Discrimination

- NR/SE discrimination seen in both pulse shape differences and z partition
Phonon Pulse Shape Discrimination

- NR/SE discrimination
- \(1:10^4\) Rejection down to \(15\text{keV}_{\text{ne}}\) with \(\sim60\%\) total efficiency (15\% additional loss after Q radial cut)

- NR/ER discrimination
- Current Algorithms have sizeable energy degradation
- Nonlinear pulse shape fitting currently being pursued.